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We derive lower bounds on the absolute error and the relative error of an abstract copying of
two-state set. We do not specify a copying transformation and a dimension of state space. Only
the unitarity of quantum mechanical transformations is used. Our approach is based on the notion
of angle between two states. We first prove several useful statements, simply expressed in terms of
angles. We then examine a lower bound on the absolute error, that was first considered by Hillery
and Buzˇek. Our reasonings supplement and reinforce the results, obtained by them. So, we derive
more strong bounds on the absolute error, and we also consider a tradeoff between size of error and
corresponding probability distributions. After that we examine a lower bound on the relative error.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of fundamental distinctions of quantum world from classical world is expressed by the no-cloning theorem [1].
This result was generalized and extended in paper [2]. There are many applications of this statement, for example,
to quantum cryptography. In some protocols Alice and Bob encode the bits 1 and 0 into two non-orthogonal pure
states [3]. Eve | paradigmatical eveasdropper | then has following problem. Particle 1 (original mode) is secretly
prepared in some state from a set A = fjφi, jψig of two states. Particle 2 (copy mode) is in a some standard state j0i.
Eve’s action is to allow subsystem "1+2" to interact unitarily with auxiliary system CM (copying machine) in some
standard state jm0i . Eve tries to implement a unitary process
8 jsi 2 A : U jsi ⊗ j0i ⊗ jm0i = jsi ⊗ jsi ⊗ jm(s)i .
But the no-cloning theorem forbids such a "perfect copying" (except when states jφi and jψi are orthogonal or
identical). It is clear, Eve will want to make the process output as near to the perfect output as possible. How well
Eve can do?
In this work we derive a lower bounds on the absolute error and the relative error of approximate copying. In our
analisys we do not specify the dimension of particle state space, although with applied viewpoint the two-dimensional
case is most interesting. Limits on absolute error were rst considered by Hillery and Buzek [4]. We use somewhat
other approach, based on the notion of angle between two vectors. Our reasonings supplement and reinforce the
results of paper [4]. In particular, the tradeo between size of error and absolute value of deviation of resulting
probability distribution from desired probability distribution is shown, more strong bounds are obtained. In addition,
our approach allows to derive the lower bound on the relative error.
In our examination all the state vectors are normalized to unity. In natura non-unit vectors will sometimes occur,
and this cases will be expressly stated. The norm of the vector ji is dened as kjik = [hji]1/2 .
II. ANGLE BETWEEN TWO VECTORS. USEFUL INEQUALITIES
For comparing of two state ji and jΨi we shall use the angle between this vectors. Many relations can be naturally
expressed in terms of angles. In addition, our calculations are simplied by using of angles.




This denition is naturally extended on case of non-unit vectors. It is obviously that the function δ( , ) is
symmetric. For brevity we will also often write δΨ . Expression δΨ = 0 is equivalent to the indentity of states ji
and jΨi. Let us now prove two useful statements, connected with each other. Second statement is at the heart of our
approach to obtaining of bounds on error.
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Lemma 1. For arbitrary triplet fji, ji, jΨig of unit vectors,
cos δΨ  cos(δ − δΨ) . (2.1)
Proof. It is suciently to consider the case, where triplet has no identical states. We shall introduce two unit vectors
ji and jΩi, such that ji ? ji and ji 2 spanfji, jig , jΩi ? ji and jΩi 2 spanfjΨi, jig . This vectors can











Thriplets fji, ji, jig and fjΨi, ji, jΩig are linear dependent, so that
ji = aji+ bji , jΨi = αji+ βjΩi ,
where jaj = hji = cos δ , jαj =
hΨji = cos δΨ and from unity norming jbj = sin δ , jβj = sin δΨ .
Applying the triangle inequality for complex numbers to equality hjΨi = aα + bβ hjΩi (which essentially is
generalization of the cosine formula of spherical trigonometry), we get
hjΨi  jaj jαj+ jbj jβj jhjΩij  jaj jαj+ jbj jβj , (2.2)
inasmuch as that jhjΩij  1 (Shwarz inequality). Inequality (2.2) implies (2.1).
Lemma 2. If δΓ + δΓ + δ  pi/2 , then
cos(δΓ + δΓ + δ)  cos δ . (2.3)
Proof. We rst note that
δΨ + δΨ  pi/2 =) δ  δΨ + δΨ . (2.4)
Ex adverso, let δΨ + δΨ  pi/2 and δ > δΨ + δΨ . Taking into account the angle range of values, we then get
0  δΨ < δ − δΨ  pi/2 , cos δΨ > cos(δ − δΨ) .
But this contradicts to lemma 1, and we see that (2.4) is true. Applying twice (2.4), we have
pi/2  δΓ + δΓ + δ  δ + δ  δ  0 ,
that of course implies (2.3).
Below we shall show that if angle between two states is small, then the probability distributions, generated by them
for arbitrary measurement, are near. Let R is non-degenerate result of measurement, curried out over the system in
state jSi, then the probability of detection of R is (see, for example, [5])
P (R jS) = hRjSi2 ,
where jRi is corresponding unit eigenvector. In general case, when result R is degenerate, corresponding eigenvectors
form some subspace of state space. Then the measurement over the system in state jSi produces result R with
probability (see, for example, [5])
P (R jS) = hSj jSi , (2.5)
where  is operator of orthogonal projection on corresponding subspace. In order to ascertain the relation between
angle and absolute value of dierence between corresponding probability distributions we shall now prove two state-
ments. First statement essentially gives answer for non-degenerate case.
Lemma 3. For arbitrary triplet fji, ji, jΨig of unit vectors,
hji2 − hjΨi2
  sin δΨ . (2.6)
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Proof. It is suciently to consider the case δΨ 6= 0. As lemma 1 shows,
hji2  (cos δΨ cos δΨ + sin δΨ sin δΨ)2 ,
whence, subtracting
hjΨi2 = cos2 δΨ , we get
hji2 − hjΨi2  − sin2 δΨ cos 2δΨ + 12 sin 2δΨ sin 2δΨ . (2.7)
So, left-hand side of (2.7) is at most f(x), where f(x) = −ax + bp1− x2, parameters a = sin2 δΨ > 0 and
b = (1/2) sin 2δΨ  0, the variable x = cos 2δΨ 2 [−1; +1]. The maximum of function f(x) in interval [−1; +1] is
equal to
p
a2 + b2 = sin δΨ , i.e.
hji2 − hjΨi2  sin δΨ .
We further get by a parallel argument
hjΨi2 − hji2  sin δΨ ,
and two last inequalities give (2.6).
Lemma 4. For arbitrary measurement and two any states ji and jΨi,P (R j)− P (R jΨ)  sin δΨ . (2.8)
Proof. It is suciently to consider case, where vectors ji and jΨi are non-zero (other cases are reduced to lemma
1). Let us introduce two unit vectors
ji = jikjik and jΩi = jΨikjΨik ,
which are in corresponding subcpace. Using (2.5), we then have
P (R j) = hji2 and P (R jΨ) = hΩjΨi2 .
We express ji and jΨi as
ji = αji+ j?i and jΨi = βjΩi+ jΨ?i ,
where α = hji , β = hΩjΨi and a vector jS?i = jSi −jSi is orthogonal to spanfji, jΩig (generally speaking,
jS?i is non-unit). Applying the relationhjΨi = β hΩjΨi  β = hΩjΨi ,
we get by using lemma 1 the inequality
P (R j)− P (R jΨ)  sin δΨ .
We next have by a parallel argument
P (R jΨ)− P (R j)  sin δΨ ,
and two last inequalities give (2.8).
Addendum we shall apply (2.8) to the quantum circuit model. There any unitary transformation is approximated
by network, formed from universal gates (see, for example, [6]). Let for two unitary transforms
kU−Vk  ε , (2.9)
where matrix norm is induced by Euclidean norm of vectors. Applying the transforms U and V to some initial state
ji, we get nal states jΓi = Uji and ji = Vji respectively. Relation (2.9) means that kjΓi − jik  ε , whence
2(1− cos δΓ)  2
(
1− RehΓji = kjΓi − jik2  ε2 .
Last inequality gives
1− cos2δΓ  1−
(
1− ε2/2 = ε2(1− ε2/4) .
For any measurement we then have
P (R jΓ)− P (R j)  ε
p
1− ε2/4 .
So, if V is substituted for U in a quantum network, then the probability of arbitrary measurement outcome on the
nal state is aected by at most ε.
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III. LOWER BOUND ON ABSOLUTE ERROR
Let A = fjφi, jψig is set of two pure states, which we would like to copy. The action of the copying machine can be
expressed as
8 jsi 2 A : U jsi ⊗ j0i ⊗ jm0i = jV (s)i , (3.1)
where jV (s)i is in state space of composite system "1+2+CM". The unitarity of transformation U implies that
hφjψi = hV (φ)jV (ψ)i , δφψ = δ(V (φ), V (ψ)) . (3.2)
Let us introduce the magnitude
δ(s) = inf

δ(V (s), s⊗ s⊗m)  hmjmi = 1 } , (3.3)
where inmum is reached for some vector jm(s)i. Vector jV (s)perfi is dened as
jV (s)perfi = jsi ⊗ jsi ⊗ jm(s)i ,
then δ(s) is angle between jV (s)i and jV (s)perfi. We shall now show that jV (s)perfi corresponds to the perfect output. Let
Hermitian operator A describes some observable for particle 1. The its measurement over particle in state jsi produces
result a with probability
p(ajs) = hsjajsi ,
where a is corresponding projector. If we shall now consider this observable for composite system "1+2+CM", then
measurement of such a observable over system "1+2+CM" in pure state jV i gives result a with probability
P (a for 1 jV ) = hV j a⊗ 1⊗ 1 jV i ,
where a⊗1⊗1 is projector on corresponding subspace of composite system state space (1 | the identity operator).
It is easy to show that such a representation for probability is equivalent to standard expression for probability
Tr1(aρ), where density operator ρ of particle 1 is partial trace over subsystem "2+CM":
ρ = Tr2,CM[ jV ihV j ] .
For particle 2 we analogously have
P (a for 2 jV ) = hV j 1⊗a⊗ 1 jV i .
For state jV (s)perfi probability of outcome a is
P (a for j jV (s)perf) = hsjajsi = p(ajs) , (3.4)
where j = 1, 2 and s = φ, ψ. So, unit vector jV (s)perfi corresponds to the perfect output. We can now relate angle δ(s)
with objects, introduced by Hillery and Buzek [4]. There output jV (s)i was expressed as
jV (s)i = jsi ⊗ jsi ⊗ jq(s)i+ jV (s)? i , (3.5)
where
jsi ⊗ jsi ⊗ jq(s)i = fjsihsj ⊗ jsihsj ⊗ 1gjV (s)i .
It should be born of mind, that jq(s)i and jV (s)? i are not, generally spealing, unit vectors and that
kjq(s)ik2 + kjV (s)? ik2 = 1 . (3.6)
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Inner product of vectors hV (s)j and jsi ⊗ jsi ⊗ jmi (where jmi is unit vector) is equal to hq(s)jmi , modulus of this
product satises to Shwarz inequality
hq(s)jmi  kjq(s)ik ,
equal if and only if jq(s)i = c jmi for some complex number c. Maximal value of modulus of inner product corresponds
to minimal value of angle δ(V (s), s⊗ s⊗m) , therefore, vectors jq(s)i and jm(s)i are collinear and
cos δ(s) =
hV (s)jV (s)perfi
 = hq(s)jm(s)i = kjq(s)ik .
In line with (3.6) we then get kjV (s)? ik = sin δ(s) . Magnitude
X(s) = kjV (s)? ik = sin δ(s) (3.7)
was introduced by Hillery and Buzek as size of error of state jsi copying. However, the tradeo between X(s) and
corresponding probability distributions was not discussed in paper [4]. We shall now consider this tradeo. As lemma
4 and equalities (3.4) and (3.7) show,
P (a for j jV (s))− p(ajs)
  X(s) , (3.8)
i.e. magnitudeX(s) characterizes as a whole the deviation of resulting probability distribution from desired probability
distribution. The sum X(φ) +X(ψ) evaluates a total error of set A copying.
Definition 2. The magnitude X(φ) +X(ψ) is the absolute error of set A = fjφi, jψig copying.
Below we derive the lower bound on the absolute error. We shall consider case
δφψ + δ(φ) + δ(ψ)  pi/2 . (3.9)
Lemma 2 and equation (3.2) together give
cos(δφψ + δ(φ) + δ(ψ)) 
hV (φ)perf jV (ψ)perfi
 .
Last inequality and relation
hV (φ)perf jV (ψ)perfi
 = hφjψi2 hm(φ)jm(ψ)i  hφjψi2
implay that
cos(δφψ + δ(φ) + δ(ψ))  cos2 δφψ . (3.10)
This last relation is the key unit of our reasonings. It allows to derive lower bounds on both the absolute error and





1− z2  z2 ,
where  = sin(δ(φ) + δ(ψ)) and z =
hφjψi = cos δφψ . Taking into account that  is nonnegative and that z 2 [0; 1],





1 + z2 − z
i
. (3.11)
Last inequality takes place for all the values z, such that (3.9) is true. The condition (3.9) can be rewritten as
δ(φ) + δ(ψ)  pi/2− δφψ , or simply
 = sin(δ(φ) + δ(ψ))  cos δφψ = z .
Thus, bound (3.11) relate to all the values   z. It is easy to see that for all z 2 [0; 1] the right-hand side of (3.11)
is at most z, so that this lower bound on  takes place for all z 2 [0; 1]. We now note that
X(φ) +X(ψ) = sin δ(φ) + sin δ(ψ)  sin(δ(φ) + δ(ψ)) =  ,
and we then get the lower bound on the absolute error.
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Theorem 1. The absolute error of copying of set A = fjφi, jψig has lower bound:









Thus, the absolute error of copying of two-state set A must be at least as large as the right-hand side of (3.12). For
small z this function behaves as z, for z = 1− ξ (where 0  ξ  1) one behaves as (2−p2)pξ . The maximal value of
the lower bound (3.12) is equal to
p
2/27  0.272 and occurs for z = 1/p3  0.577 . In paper [4] the general bound
X(φ) +X(ψ)  2
hp
1 + z(1− z)− 1
i
(3.13)
was obtained. The right-hand side (3.13) takes its maximal value
p
5 − 2  0.236 , when z = 1/2. For z = 1/2 our




5 − 1)/8  0.268 , and this value is not maximum. For
small z the right-hand side of (3.13) behaves as z, for z = 1 − ξ (0  ξ  1) one behaves as ξ. So, we see that the
lower bound, given by (3.12), is more strong than the lower bound (3.13). Distinction is perceptable in intermediate
range of values z and for near to 1 values z. For example, at z = 4/5 our bound approximatelly is half as much
again than the bound, given by (3.13). The right-hand side of (3.12) and the right-hand side of (3.13) are plotted as
functions of z in Fig. 1 by solid line and dashed line respectively. As Fig. 1 shows, the bound (3.13) is symmetric
with respect to point z = 1/2, whereas the bound (3.12) is asymmetric.
It is useful to look the lower bound in the case X(φ) = X(ψ) = X , i.e. when equal errors in both copies. We then



















where function f(z) is equal to the right-hand side of (3.11). The maximal value of this lower bound is equal
to

1/2− 5/(6p3)1/2  0.137 . For comparison, the obtained in [4] lower bound on X has the maximal value
approximatelly equal to 0.125 .
Thus, the our approach has allowed to reinforce the lower bound on the absolute error, derived by Hillery and
Buzek. However, the absolute error X(φ) +X(ψ) does not take into account a degree of similarity of states jφi and
jψi. Therefore, it is interesting to examine the lower bound on the relative error.
IV. LOWER BOUND ON RELATIVE ERROR
In order to evaluate the relative error of set A = fjφi, jψig copying we must of course compare the absolute error
X(φ) +X(ψ) with similar magnitude, which characterizes a distinction between states jφi and jψi. As lemma 4 shows,
p(ajφ)− p(ajψ)  sin δφψ ,
so that it is naturally to take sin δφψ as such a magnitude. We shall call the ratio of X(φ) + X(ψ) to sin δφψ the
relative error of set A copying.
Definition 3. The ratio (X(φ) +X(ψ))

sin δφψ is the relative error of set A = fjφi, jψig copying.
Dividing the relation (3.12) by a magnitude sin δφψ =
p
1− z2, we get the lower bound on the relative error.











So, the relative error of copying of two-state set A must be at least as large as the right-hand side of (4.1). The












1 + z2 + 2z(1 + z2)
i−1
> 0 .
The curve of the right-hand side of (4.1) is plotted in Fig. 2. Expanding in Taylor series, we get that for small z
the right-hand side of (4.1) behaves as z − z2 +    , and that for z = 1 − ξ, where 0  ξ  1, one is represented by
expansion (
p
2−1)− (3p2+4)−1ξ+    . For z = 1/p3  0.577 , when the bound (3.12) takes its maximal value, the
right-hand side of (4.1) is equal to 1/3  0.333 , that approximatelly is 80 % from maximal value p2− 1  0.414 .
In general outline the obtained result is clear. The more states jφi and jψi are near the less Eve has possibilities
for information extraction. However, too strong closeness of encoding states gives diculties for the legitimate users
of a communication channel. None the less, the results of this section show that it is expedient to make the states jφi
and jψi as near as it is permitted by characteristics of transmitter and receiver. In addition, if two values z1 and z2
(where z1 < z2) give the same lower bound on the absolute error, then value z2 is more preered, inasmuch as that
for z2 the lower bound on the relative error is more, than for z1 . As it is shown, in this case a distinction between
the bounds on the relative error can be signicant. It should be pointed out that our last remarks properly relate to
the case, where Eve has no a priori knowledge about encoding states.
V. CONCLUSION
The lower bounds on the absolute error and the relative error were obtained. These bounds succeed the unitarity of
evolution operator of closed composite system "1+2+CM". It is easy to see that the derived bounds cannot be reached
simultaneously for all possible states of partile. In fact, let us assume that some copying transformation achieves
equality in (3.12) for all input states of original mode. For basis states j0i and j1i we then have X(0) = X(1) = 0,
because h0j1i = 0. Let jϕi = p1/3 j0i + p2/3 j1i , then relation h0jϕi = p1/3 and (3.12) together give
X(ϕ) =
p
2/27. But if X(ϕ) + X(1) =
p
2/27 and
hϕj1i = p2/3 , then there is no equality in (3.12), i.e. we
have contradiction. Finding a quantum copying transformation, which comes closest to achieving the noise limits, is
an open question. In this connection it would be interesting to examine the noise amounts, induced by the before
proposed copying transformations. Author intends to address this problem in a future publications.
Derived bounds allow us to make some conclusions to the case, when eavesdropper has no a priori knowledge about
states, used by legitimate participants. It should be pointed out that our results have only partial application to
quantum communication problems, because in reality a communication channel will inevitably suer from noise, that
will have caused the bits to evolve to mixed states. Authors of paper [2] showed that noncommuting mixed states
cannot be perfectly broadcast. It would be interesting to consider possible limits on error in the case, where Eve’s
copying machine has as input the original mode, secretly prepared in one state from a set of two mixed states.
Finally, we would like to point out that the above stated reasonings can be applied to machines, which make multiple
copies. We intend to examine bounds on errors for such a case in next paper.
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FIG. 1. The right-hand side of (3.12) is plotted as function of z by solid line, the right-hand side of (3.13) is plotted as
function of z by dashed line.
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FIG. 2. The right-hand side of (4.1) as function of z.
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